Everywhere, groups RAVE
about my TRIVIA events
Why? Because, I will present a fantastic, fun-filled trivia
program that your group will LOVE, or you don’t pay!
Hi, my name is Mark Collard, and I run the most successful trivia programs in
Melbourne and Victoria – guaranteed.
I have been presenting vibrant, interactive and fun trivia events for more than 20 years.
Groups instantly warm to my personable style and infectious energy. And people always
comment on how good they felt during my programs. They frequently recommend me to
other groups.
"Mark, you were brilliant! You captivated the attention of our rather large, diverse crowd,
and kept them entertained and moving forward all evening. Thanx so much - we will
definitely be booking you again..."
Don MacDowall, Executive Officer
Camping Association of Victoria

My trivia programs are all about having fun – they are not a test!
A typical format consists of 4 to 6 rounds (or categories) of 10
questions, chosen from dozens of popular topics from Australiana to
TV Themes, World Geography to Sport, Science & Nature to Movies.
The questions are designed so that an average group will be able to
answer approx 7 out of 10 questions correctly, with several more
difficult questions to distinguish the more trivia-savvy groups.
During the course of the event, I may also invite your group to
participate in a number of fun, interactive activities, some of which are
ideally suited to raising funds (if necessary) or winning individual prizes.
These activities include Table Quizzes which are answered during the
course of the program and one or more short, fun games and activities
to invite your group to stretch their legs and interact.
“Your attitude and enthusiasm was infectious, it was near impossible
to not have a good time last week. Thanx so much..."
Steve Tyrell, Minister
Coatesville Uniting Church

"Feedback from the night has been universally positive which is a testament to your ability to enthuse the group and encourage participation.
Lisa Sukkel, Club Librarian
RACV Club

Want to know more?
Contact me now on 0413 075 123 or mark@markcollard.com
P.S. Remember, I will present a brilliant night of trivia for your group,
or you don’t pay.

